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 Unraid OS Professional / Pro: Unraid OS Professional / Pro is the new version of Unraid OS. It has the same features as Unraid OS Pro, but adds the following additional features: * Configurable Storage Pool and Pool List - Each pool and storage pool can be independently configured. This feature is enabled by default, but you can always change the settings,. * Advanced Storage Pool Security - Each
storage pool can be protected with a separate set of unique, secret encryption keys. This feature is enabled by default, but you can always change the settings,. * Pool Service - All pools, except for the main Unraid OS pool, run in their own process. This feature is enabled by default, but you can always change the settings,. * NFS/FTP Support - Unraid OS can mount external storage pools as a local

NFS or FTP share. This feature is enabled by default, but you can always change the settings,. * Integrated CIFS Support - Unraid OS can mount external storage pools as a local CIFS share. This feature is enabled by default, but you can always change the settings,. * NFS Port Support - The NFS server port can be configured as a third port on your network. This feature is enabled by default, but you
can always change the settings,. * Expand your Storage - You can expand your storage volume on demand, by simply adding a storage drive. This feature is enabled by default, but you can always change the settings,. * Improved Smart Pooling - Unraid OS can distribute file, image and data resources over multiple storage pools for higher availability and better performance. This feature is enabled by

default, but you can always change the settings,. Please refer to the "What's new in Unraid OS" page for more information about the new features in Unraid OS Professional / Pro. Configuration Settings and Examples The configuration files have a new format, which contains all of the settings for each component in the pool. This allows you to more easily add or remove configuration options by
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